
Kirami Premium Tiny S Flow

Water jets flow system 2kw Thermowood, Light
Gray

A new addition to the premium product category is the Tiny Flow hot tub.
The Tiny Flow is an oval-shaped and sleek little hot tub, equipped with
an efficient filtration system and electric heater to maintain the set
temperature. The pleasant Water Jets water therapy jets at both ends of
the pool, at the seats, gently caress your back muscles and skin, making
you feel heavenly relaxed. In this small pool, as in all other Kirami hot
tubs, you can enjoy the closeness of nature without the changing
colourful lights and disturbing loud noises.

This easy to clean, compact hot tub with an inner basin made of plastic
comes with two shaped seats and is suitable for use by one or two
people. The hot tub's light weight and small size make it easy to place it
in small yards as well as on terraces. Thanks to Tiny Flow's quick
heating and small water capacity, even busy weekday evenings can turn
into luxurious moments. Safe, factory-installed LED lighting is available
as an accessory for the the tub, which brings out the its own color and
creates a magical atmosphere for spa sessions later in the season when
the nights begin to draw in.

Heater:
Water jets flow system 2kw

Outer color:
Thermowood

Inner color:
Light Gray
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Kirami Premium Tiny S Flow

Water jets flow system 2kw Thermowood, Light
Gray

The Water Jets flow system (water therapy jets) consists of an electric
heater, a filtration system and six adjustable Water Jets massage jets
that massage the back of the bather by pressing a button. The hot tub is
equipped with two suction valves with a protective grating, combined
with a filter system, and a washable and replaceable cartridge filter. The
electric heater operates while the filtration system is running and can be
used without the water therapy jets. The electric heating system has a 2
kW resistor with an adjustable thermostat. The Water Jets flow system
has a gross power of 2 kW and a net power of 2 kW transferred to the
water. The reference heating time is approximately 1,5-2°C/hour, after
which the system maintains a constant water temperature. It takes about
24 hours to warm up from cold water to bath temperature, depending on
the conditions. An insulating hood is supplied to put over the filter
system to protect the unit in different weather conditions. The electric
heater has a standard button on the base for starting the jets. If desired,
the button can be moved, for example, to a Family staircase, that is
available as an accessory, or to any other position of your choice.

The heat-treated pine used in the outer shell is a Finnish alternative for
dark-coloured imported wood. ThermoWood is a high-quality, long-
lasting material with a warm brown colour that maintains its shape well.
Light gray is velvety smooth and delicate dotted inside colour. The soft,
vibrant grey of the interior is always timeless and elegant, and it blends
in beautifully with the environment.

The barrel diameter is 170 cm and water volume 615 litres. It is suitable
for 1-2 people. The dry weight of the hot tub is 145 kg. The gross heat
output of the WaterJetsFlowSystem2kW stove is 2 kW and the net heat
output transferred to the water is 2 kW.

Technical information

CAPACITY (PERSONS) 1-2

FILLAGE VOLUME 500

WATER CAPACITY 615 l

OUTER DIAMETER 170 cm

HEIGHT (TUB) 98 cm

DEPTH 83 cm

WEIGHT 145 kg

PRODUCT LENGTH 160 cm

PRODUCT WIDTH 170 cm

PRODUCT HEIGHT 98 cm

PRODUCT CODE 3708

Heater:
Water jets flow system 2kw

Outer color:
Thermowood

Inner color:
Light Gray

Also get accessories

Tiny Insulated cover  Family staircase, Thermowood  Biocool Shock my spa system
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https://www.kirami.com/accessories/hot-tub-equipment/covers/insulated-covers/oval-insulator-cover?v=27087
https://www.kirami.com/accessories/hot-tub-equipment/covers/insulated-covers/oval-insulator-cover?v=27087
https://www.kirami.com/accessories/hot-tub-equipment/steps/wooden-steps/family-staircase?v=26825
https://www.kirami.com/accessories/hot-tub-equipment/steps/wooden-steps/family-staircase?v=26825
https://www.kirami.com/accessories/hygiene/chemicals/biocool-shock-my-spa-system?v=27040
https://www.kirami.com/accessories/hygiene/chemicals/biocool-shock-my-spa-system?v=27040

